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all that's left
after the invasion—
scorched pacifier

garbage day
they haul more humans
to the incinerator

harvest moon
the fields flush
with embryos

building blocks
the children play
with non-carbon life

moonlit walk
the soft glow
of our circuitry

moon hopping . . .
seventy nine views
of Jupiter

Jonathan Roman



mourning
the child I haven’t conceived yet—
time traveler’s regret

Colleen M. Farrelly



unstable the man-made elements

background radiation
in the other world we are
anti-matter

forgetting the slow-motion crush of gravity

mercury rising we are all cancers

jim kacian



abducted by aliens now I feel needed

AI can’t believe it’s not human

cloned
both of us
lose our keys

parallel worlds
I compare
gas prices

Ken Slaughter



in vitro

The six-headed hydra came most often, the only dream I can
remember. Decapitation was futile. Each time a grotesque head was
severed, it regrew. I tried thrusting my sword into its chest; this only
served to increase its fury. Now the face hugger has been removed,
I’m glad to be free of the affliction.

specimen jar
desperation grows
within me

Tim Gardiner



total eclipse
a mauve voice calls
from the shuddering orb

long stop light
emery-boarding the tips
of her claws

lycanthropic blues
give me the silver bullet
to stop mooning over you

Billie Dee
blog URL: Requiem for Pluto

https://sci-fi-ku.blogspot.com/


chainsaw morning massacring all hope for the day

maggot miasma how you’re dead to me

Susan Burch



ancient archives
scratching my heads at
race and ethnicity

Helen Ogden



intelligent virus –
I breathe her in
she makes herself at home

stepping outside –
last man on earth
lights a cigarette

Ian Mullins



wolf moon’s howling blue partner on the brink

weary of pointing
our world at the rim
of the round file

Helen Buckingham



Kim McNealy Sosin
https://kimsosin.com

https://kimsosin.com/


alien abduction
admiring the spacecraft’s
minimalist decor

multiverses
searching for the one where
things turn out

time travel
still requiring proof
of vaccination

dreams of electric sheep I fail the human test

first date
not knowing which mouth
to kiss

Marianne Paul



electronic buddha
how far the range
of his blessings

Arvinder Kaur



overgrown front yard
address unknown country unknown
planet unknown

virus alert
rebooting
the planet

Benno Schmidt



Don't Be Afraid to Try New Things

Every day, I’m a different person. Every day, I wake up in the body of
a terrestrial. I’m myself, but at the same time, I’m not. I pass from a
man to a woman. At first it was hard, but now I make myself more
agreeable. I’ve been like this since analogue television was
experiencing its maximum moment of activity. The radio signal was
spreading freely in space at the speed of light and it wasn’t absorbed
by cosmic dust or clouds. It could be intercepted. My prime objective
was studying Earth and collecting data to transmit to my home world.
From each body, I have access to a mind: most of the information I
need is there waiting for me. I’ve made mistakes in the past, but now
I’m being careful:

I can more easily mask my surprise and ask fewer questions;
I complain of boredom of daily routine;
I laugh at bad jokes too, only because I’ll never be able to understand
Earth’s sense of humor;
I pay attention to allergies;
I don’t dance with syncopated movement anymore;
I eat more fiber cereal now;
I’ve learned the plot of Romeo and Juliet.

Above all, I'm done looking for the truth about God. I’ve realized that
if God spared Keith Richards, it’s because he’s probably also a fan of
the Rolling Stones.

how strange—
every year Miss Universe
an Earth woman

Antonietta Losito



no one
recorded humanity’s
last heartbeat

Dan Campbell



I heard beets scream
in my pressure cooker
no longer vegan

Genie Nakano
GenieNakano.com

http://genienakano.com/


nobody to assist me
except neon signboards –
Planet Mall, Kolkata

forgotten anniversary –
a flying saucer flies out
from our kitchen

Milan Rajkumar



starry starry night
i wave hello
to a space station

parallel universe
does the other me
wear a mask

Marilyn Ward



expanding universe my waistline

kept in the cellar
by the collector
moist bones

vegan witch
Hansel and Gretel like slaves
picking lettuce in the wood

Oscar Luparia
https://issuu.com/oscarluparia

https://issuu.com/oscarluparia


inside my head a spider spinning wheels

DNA legos what I make of myself

fire and brimstone the scent of his breath

Kath Abela Wilson
@kathabela

https://twitter.com/kathabela


shiny spaceships
flying off and on—
the chosen ones

the little rock
in my moon boot
earthly souvenir

Adrian Bouter



interstellar flight
beyond my sphere of influence
the night dragons

Eva Joan



the years between us Pluto flyby

clouding an issue
too hot to handle
Venus

star charts
the black hole
of your needs

outer expansion
of our social circle
Sedna

the sudden chill
when we’re together
ghost lover

the iciness
of your rage
Triton volcano

Deborah P Kolodji
@dkolodji

https://twitter.com/dkolodji


rocket launch
searching for another planet
to pollute

Wonja Brucker



multiverse
the cat puts Schrödinger
in the box

lego world
pieces of my heart
under your feet

Surashree Joshi



Debbie Strange
@Debbie_Strange
debbiemstrange.blogspot.com

https://twitter.com/debbie_strange
https://debbiemstrange.blogspot.com/


the thump
of his tiger tail against my inner thigh
Jasmine moon

Kayla Drouilhet



crawler on concrete far from earth worm

slicing an apple
verifying wormhole
theory

Steve Bahr



gravity waves  another bad hair day

through the wormhole
just enough space
for a timewalk

out of body scan

peer pressure
my turn to host
the symbiont

David J Kelly



being wrapped in your arms
like a cocoon . . .
spider nightmares

all alien’s eve
martian teenagers teepee
jupiter’s moons

Terrie Jacks



I trace the ridges
on your forehead
scent of honeysuckle

Shasta Hatter



fractals
spiraling inward
my anxious mind

solar storm
she puts up
her shields again

campfire embers
seeing her spiral arm
for the first time

time machine
traveling back to make
the same mistakes again

Chris Kelle



darkening sky
on each mountain
the  d                                    t

i            t          n
s            a              s

r

Muskaan Ahuja



Mars museum
the human skeleton creaking
towards me

Mercury burial
hoping my ashes blow
back to earth

Minal Sarosh



transporter error—
sent to the church
of detached tongues

Geoff Pope



Tumbling out of the sky, out of the blue, I manage to land on my feet,
wonder where I am. Purple poppy seed trees, orange grass with two
eyes waving on every blade. A sky full of feathers, black fading to
white. I shuffle through the grass as eyes follow me, feathers whisper,
poppy seeds snicker.

sinkhole
we sidle around the edges
of the new normal

Peggy Hale Bilbro



hull breach —
the alien inside
my spacesuit

a never-ending chore
sweeping Martian dust
from the portico

I see myself
as a great success —
parallel universe

another probe
the endless fascination
of gut flora

Rohan Buettel



Old Pond multiverse:
the frog leaps
into sentience

rekindling
an old flame . . .
my revenant

Mark Forrester
http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com

http://buddha-rat.squarespace.com/


streaked moon
a road-kill corpse
begins to laugh

dead of night
pins stick out from the
voodoo doll’s eyes

Joe Sebastian



damned ESP
she answers
before I ask

Ignatius Fay



photons
E=mc2
dancing

fireflies
at the forest edge
escape pods burning

John Hawkhead



I divide in my sleep
hotel bill twice
what I budgeted

morning comes
I sweep his scales
from my bed

David C. Kopaska-Merkel
Twitter: @DavidKM

https://twitter.com/davidkm


litmus paper
how friends
change into foes

Tanvi Nishchal



watching as the clone
learns to ride a bicycle -
sense of déjà vu

mirror with a painting
of a pretty girl’s face -
vampire teen’s birthday

trying to recall
the species at the cantina –
pregnancy test

Lee Strong, OFS



hate speech
the alien translator speaks
gibberish

empty streets
floating back home
shadowless

Nudurupati Nagasri



wind rifles through
our naked tendrils
a white sky drips black

we lie beneath
a rainbow moon
lasering stars

gather up the debris
weave yourself whole –
system reboot

a colonnade of fat birch
encloses me
static rising

etches fading
on the gravestone
bones shift beneath my feet

Audrey Quinn



up all night watching E.T. relight fireflies

silent war another spaceship steals a star

Silk~
Twitter: @silk73507704

https://twitter.com/silk73507704


global warming
Dad explores
cryonics

feeling like an alien Alzheimer’s

grumbling in line
the lift to the moon
out of order

Eleonore Nickolay



pod casting—
I scatter my selves
on an air tide

dinner party
our host is warm and welcoming
his blood—vintage

Adele Evershed
@AdLibby1

https://twitter.com/AdLibby1


the golden ratio -
calculating the distance
to your lips

Fionnuala Waldron



Pie in the Sky

Dinner! calls our Mother. We amble listlessly to the table. In front of
each of us is a steaming package with sticky brown liquid oozing from
the seal and a glass of recycled, purified water. Come on, says Mum.
You must have something. It’s roast chicken and vegetables tonight.
Wearily I pull open the foil wrapping, pick up my spoon and dip into
the conglomeration, trying to remember what real food looked and
tasted like. My sisters do the same. We sigh. This or starve.

wishing I had
no sense of taste—
factory food

I know you’re all tired of eating like this, soothes Mother. But it won’t
be for much longer. The Government is rolling out Dine on Line soon.
The menus look lovely and you can edit the taste and smell of every
dish. Nutritionists are trialling them already.

pie in the sky—
I open my phone
and find the app

Hazel Hall



void space( ) {
an astronaut's SOS
in the event horizon

}

mistletoe
our lips share the warmth
of the second sun

"embrace the light"
a pamphlet on the windshield
of a Sun-bound ship

holograph
the kimono unblossoms
a star away

Barun Saha



dreamtime:
icaronycteris
crosses the moon

Wanda Amos



learning to say "I do"
in the mermaid's tongue
—harpoon wedding

Christmas Eve—
we leave synth-milk and cookies
near the airlock

a hamster on its wheel...
I jog another lap
around the starbase

concealed near the pond
our time-travel tour listens
for Basho's frog

Nick Hoffman



the voice in the whirlwind!  but first: ads

Rich Magahiz
@richmagahiz
https://zeroatthebone.us

https://twitter.com/richmagahiz
https://zeroatthebone.us/


the turning year
I hope to die and come back
as an Earthling

long-dead stars—
I chart the course by
my ancestors' light

the glow of a saucer
through cherry boughs—
extinction event

Lev Hart



school picture
painfully untangling
Medusa

Sandra St-Laurent



Vladislav Hristov



moon rover—
our car sinks into
every pothole

suddenly found
then lost again

Pluto

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt
Twitter: @bchattdutt
Instagram: @boioscope

https://mobile.twitter.com/bchattdutt


extinct civilizations museum
its newest wing
devoted to humans

wedding
the bride given away by
her late father's hologram

deep space funeral
the jettisoned coffin enters
a black hole

election day
my clone arrested
for trying to vote

the alien’s language
lacking a word
for war

John J. Dunphy



the alien
in our friendship group
alienated

Bee Jay



Area 51 Grampa's home office

telepathic chess
I see you're thinking
about my girlfriend

proof of alien life thistles

my third eye probing for the wayward fourth

Jim Chessing



touched by the otherworld
a green slimy kiss
on my cheek

Jackie Chou



homesick addicted to the holodeck

light years away
I hold an old chestnut
from my home planet

you again the persistence of black holes

Cynthia Anderson
http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com

http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com/


genetic drift
our daughters
smarter than us

evolution
and yet not done with
patriarchy

another appraisal
watching him climb the rungs
of DNA

genetic lottery
here too I am
a loser

Vandana Parashar



tipsy Uranus
green-gilled and flat on his back
can't stop spinning

Alex Lubman



three suns up                   dawn without birdsong

Proxima Centauri —
new diseases
same old death

~

Afterlife

So I wake up a century or two later…and my first thought is of you.
It’s not what I’d hoped for. Here in my chosen home, so far away, it is
dark. I don’t tell the lights to turn on. When I close my eyes I see you:
the flowers on your dress; your eyes. So I put on my suit and step into
silence. And when my O2 monitor reads ‘critical’ I just keep walking…

fading stars
everywhere you are
and aren’t

Alan Peat



flying teacups—
the way I dismiss your
flying saucers

Dorothy Burrows



a few scales
on the newborn’s crown
year of the dragon

dark hairs
clog my razor
full moon

a trail of breadcrumbs
ending at the teacher’s desk
snack time

pants undone
I release
the kraken

Sarah E. Metzler



my trowel scrapes
another android
field school dig

terraforming
all of us
homeless

E. L. Blizzard



water bears from Earth –
bliss in the harems
of the moss anemones

~

Late and Early Testaments of Human Space Settlement

Since the Long Silence from Earth there has been no resupply of
polylactic acid, of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene; no polyamide and
alumide powders; no resins, metals, graphite or graphene; no carbon
fiber, no polyvinyl alcohol plastic. This has necessitated in my
two-hundred-and-thirty-seventh body being made from the last
supply of paper, my brain a printed filament of card, my single
expressive organ a barcode. Unable to articulate my own weight, I
cannot move. I lie where I was formed in the printer bay, with little
expectation of collection or company.

First Christmas on Mars –
every citizen equal
in their tissue crowns

John W. Sexton



infinity
the third hand
holds the knife

Mike Fainzilber
@MFainzilber

https://twitter.com/mfainzilber


opening the door
to a Venusian princess
melting stars

8th grade science fair
his sidelong glance
at the pretty girl’s planets

dark night
the bones inside me
glowing

Barrie Levine



makeup counter
foundation in every blue
but mine

constellation naming
I’ll call this one
old earth

Tia Haynes



swirling a dust mote
in my hands
the multiverse

inside the geode a sparkle of starlight

total eclipse
between you and me
we share the moon

Lori Becherer



casualties of war
the long queue
at the regen center

first visit
he blends well
with the foliage

Billy Antonio



love’s passion
where does it go
the red dust of Mars

galactic peace
Earth languages
do not translate

River of Heaven
drowning in its light
all my dreams of space travel

chaos tourists
Mars welcomes
with open-carry arms

I am not
a robot
(I wish)



What I Learned in Space Academy

They told me nothing could prepare me for this. The darkness of deep
space gnaws at the soul like a rabid animal.  Sounds cliché but that’s
about it when you’re out there on your own. Loneliness is constant,
fear of death never wanes, imagination becomes the tool of madness,
time goes on forever. Coping, they told me, can’t be taught.  Star
chasers must find their own way.

star to star
the weight of darkness
is light

LeRoy Gorman



a patch of lipstick
on the time machine's panel . . .
the accident

Kavya Janani. U
Twitter - @UKavyajanani
(https://twitter.com/UKavyajanani)
Instagram - @haikubykavyajanani
(https://twitter.com/haikubykavyajanani)

https://twitter.com/UKavyajanani
https://twitter.com/haikubykavyajanani


swiping right to power off...
no more insomnia
for this tired droid

rocket-by-baby...
space-age twist
on an old lullaby

my memories
robotically recorded--
no more senior moments

the new postal rates
from deep space to Earth
astronomical

invasive life forms humans

Kim Klugh



black hole unspooling thread from the bobbin

missed period—
the nebula condensing
inside me

Pippa Phillips
@IpsaHerself

https://twitter.com/IpsaHerself/with_replies


second marriage a glitch in the matrix

multiverse
on some level
she still loves me

Valentine’s Day
breaking up
on reentry

terraforming
we start again
as friends

Bryan Rickert



two hearts
un-beating as one -
vampire love

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams



Poem:  Poesy Sestina
Photo:  Anna Rye



dying tremors
we read by the light
of the last bombs

Mars winds
songs in the ribs
of dead ships

first date
we walk the sea bed
beneath the moon's shards

touched by the gods
her flaking skin
speaks in riddles

bone ash
a mind-wiped child plays
with a detonator

Michael Baeyens



Martian red desert
the narrower range
for ekphrasis

Jupiter's rings
hula hooping with colored
bands of dust

Claire Vogel Camargo



this Covid dating rut
TESS finds more
exoplanets

firing thrusters
to sidestep space debris
backcountry skiing

ashes to ashes
the mortician’s spouse
fired up

80% DNA match my mooing at cows



War of the Worlds

I’m on an exoplanet alien hunting. Our hovercraft is inches
off a river of green. The hunters beside me hold
laser-guided supersonic micro missiles. They wear infrared goggles,
use millimeter wave radar to scan the river and banks. Acquired
targets are sent to weapons’ hologram screens.

I lean too far and fall into the river, filling me with hopeless dread.
Then I’m catapulted back on the hovercraft’s deck, as if
propelled by the whip of an alien’s tail. They said it was delirium.
Planet X fever.

Wuhan City
a crashed UFO test
confirms Covid

Richard L. Matta



born on mars
we argue whether or not
she's a martian

Pat Davis



Earth a blue speck
reflected in liquid methane
thinking of home

full-moon stroll
tugging against the leash
his werewolf wife

sounds good to me
my spam offers to finance
a new solar system

you call it
a service animal
I call it a familiar

F. J. Bergmann



time glitch—
my dog snatched up
by a pterodactyl

mowing lawns on Mars I should've stayed in school

Greg Schwartz
https://haiku-and-horror.blogspot.com/

https://haiku-and-horror.blogspot.com/


CT scan
a young doctor talks
to the alien within

Robert Kingston



vampire bar
bloody marys
at happy hour

John Budan



not psychic
merely telling the future
as we lived it

hairdresser’s pause
my cowlick spiraling
the implant site

imprinted on the underside all the ghostly prophecies

Kelly Sauvage



in the mouth
of the wolf moon
aborted boy

pink blossom
the bionic parts
of my breast

shallow stream
i wade deeper
into starlight

~

A Question of Semantics

When my billionaire boyfriend said he'd send me to Mars I thought
he meant figuratively.

viewing earth
between dust storms
last year’s model

Roberta Beary
https://twitter.com/shortpoemz

https://twitter.com/shortpoemz


steel Pinocchio
chrome heart, telescoping nose
robot Valentine

dragon lovers’ tails
twined like a Valentine heart
in air, flame kisses

Vince Gotera
http://vincegotera.blogspot.com

http://vincegotera.blogspot.com/


low transmission
missing pixels
in the back of my mind

Cristina-Monica Moldoveanu
cristina-monica.blogspot.com/

https://cristina-monica.blogspot.com/


aliens in love
interlocking
their toes

diversity class
ETs say all humans
taste the same

snowfall
little green men busy
taking pictures

Spielberg’s E.T.
aliens say the movie
contains errors

John J. Han



flailing our tendrils
exchanging our globules...
Neptune love

the Martian says
"take me to your leader"...
I point to my dog

Mark Meyer



migraine
a princess awakes
with her crown embedded

Lorelyn De la Cruz Arevalo
@_LorelynArevalo



date night
slowly unfolding
the Milky Way

Saturn’s rings . . .
the ghost of a marriage
on her finger

Jacob Salzer



the ringing
in my head
voicemail

Tyler McIntosh



truthofthem a t t e r   b   l   a   c   k     h      o       l       e

01100001
01101100 01101111 01101110
01100101

P. H. Fischer



sailing south
the slow caress of
its tentacles

night out
a sprinkle of stardust
in a cocktail

in red hoodie
discovering the wolf's
inner child

Anthony Q. Rabang
@thonyrabang

https://twitter.com/thonyrabang?lang=bn


auditorium buzz . . .
the last human gives a talk
on extinction

lost ship
found drifting off Alpha Centauri
in a bottle

and then
we were nothing . . .
stardust

stroke of midnight
the hand that takes my hand
from under the bed



Marion Clarke
https://seaviewwarrenpoint.wordpress.com

https://seaviewwarrenpoint.wordpress.com/


speaking neon
my three thumbs
play the blues

Carol Raisfeld



birthday missed
setting the time machine
to yesterday

rush hour
my car shapeshifts
to a saucer

Ravi Kiran



rising from
my casket at dusk
bloody mosquitos

nursing home
mum’s robot carer
pulls the plug

I finally perfect
the headstand
space yoga

Louise Hopewell
https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/

https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/


museum research
i ignore the death mask
until it groans

softly softly
the quicksand
calls my name

~

Pseudoscience?

We’re astral rangers. Spirits of living projection, unlike ghosts.

Invisible, we pass through space and time telekinetically.  Amorphous
as wisps of mist.  Yet glimpses abound in folklore…

pixies
save a small boy’s drowning dog
then vanish

Paul Beech



Reuleaux polygons finding us in everyone

rainbow gravity
composing new pronouns
for silicon

Joshua St. Claire



night at the border
the perseids interweave
this emptiness

solitude walk
the fading glow
of Venus

back to my homeland
still orbiting around me
the ashes of war

Hifsa Ashraf
twitter: @hifsays

https://twitter.com/hifsays


how many
light years hidden
in a giant redwood

Roberta Beach Jacobson
Twitter: @beach_haiku

https://twitter.com/beach_haiku


asterism
to whom all
am i linked

entering his gravity
all ego buttons
flicker

aphelion -
i diagnose
if i matter to him

Richa Sharma



mi myself rror un i verses

remaking myself smaller nanobots

on Mars
settling in her new body

your toothbrush
promises a second chance
enough to clone

Mariel Herbert
Website: marielherbert.wordpress.com

http://marielherbert.wordpress.com/


apologies
putting back
an eye

first wave
send in
the virus

Sherry Grant



bursting out
of the party's core
alpha males

the albedo
of his libido
football star

de Broglie wavelength
lovers getting down
to fundamentals

giving up on Tinder
next time I'll settle
for binary fission

beside myself
in the mirror
quantum shift

quark, quark, quark!
a charm of ducks
on Hadron Pond



Song of spheres

Shrouded people rush about, setting up drips, writing on charts, doing
things with instruments. A beeping machine nags into his brain,
driving him mad. He wills it to stop. Someone peels back one eyelid. A
torch beam strobes. No reflex. Dimly sensing people bent over him,
he ignores them and their strangled sobs. He’s dancing down a long
bright tunnel with his friend Morphia, cheek to cheek, along an
iridosmine pathway through a drift of cosmic dust. He loves her siren
croon in his ear. It’s a helter-skelter caper like the first time he rode
on the Big Dipper as a little kid, when he went faster and faster and
faster until the wind whistled in his ears and his whole face stretched
and flopped and wobbled like a jelly-filled glove puppet under
G-forces. He’s loving the kaleidoscopic whirl, feeling he’s flying. His
old shell shed, he soars in deep joy, until...

split seconds after the moment of no-being flatline

Marietta McGregor



living suspended
in a Ferris wheel
space station

crop circles
graffiti for teenage
aliens

Bruce Jewett



light years from Earth—
the same old ghost stories
still make us shiver

Lisa Timpf
http://lisatimpf.blogspot.com/
Amazon Author site
Goodreads page

http://lisatimpf.blogspot.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Lisa-Timpf/e/B07GL2YZNF
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/14984565.Lisa_Timpf


return from space—
how many stars to add
on the cognac bottle

healer’s touch—
all patients willingly pay
tax on their dreams

Krzysztof Kokot



midnight knock
picking up
the wrong tongue to answer

Irina Guliaeva



cloud gazing
a fish wearing
cowboy boots

killing moon
the succubi inhales
its victim's soul

past lives
all the mermaids
I have been

Veronika Zora Novak



left turn
throwing the algorithm
off my scent

the future of the past
I guess we're never getting
those flying cars

Tim Cremin



Unnerved

In the heat, they disengage. A brief interlude, followed by more
words, separating three passionate strokes. Alien sounds humming
atonally emanate from orifices previously unexplored. Appendages
intertwine again, discordantly yet strangely harmonious.

tentacles grasp
beneath a cratered sky
our own roswell

Terri L. French
Raymond A. French
Kelly Sauvage
Robert Moyer



quantum mechanics watching a pot boil

Rick Jackofsky



long night
uploading myself
to the galaxy

big bang
all the fragments
all the phrases

light years out
I find the missing screw
from something

sooner
than yesterday
Armageddon

Keith Evetts



homecoming
the old dog and I
swish tails

Neena Singh
Twitter: @NeenaSingh7
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/neenas
Blog: Whispers of the Soul:
https://neenaz678328926.wordpress.com
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/neenapp/

https://twitter.com/neenasingh7
http://goog_1067304127/
https://www.facebook.com/neenas
https://neenaz678328926.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/neenasingh7


dull rivets
along the cyborg’s spine
her red thong

cold razor
the tilt of the solar panels
to the second sunrise

zero gravity—
wiping her lipstick
from a ration spoon

Venutian colony—
her head perfumes
my pillow

Joshua Gage



giving birth
on another planet
the pull of two moons

droid friendships
how to explain death
to the un-dying

Doris Lynch



blue thistles
renaming the butterflies
on Mars

Deborah Karl-Brandt



tinkling
on the rooftop
the tiny fingers
of trees

shadow ban
everything I thought I knew

Erin Castaldi



Hubble
takes our picture . . .
stardust

event horizon
ready to spend eternity
with you

international space station
peace
above earth

Ronald K. Craig



entwining each other
against a blueblack sky
purple tendrils

Mark Gilbert



her laser-sharp eyes
penetrate my thought bubbles
speed dating

the smiling man
with a transplanted wolf heart
full blood moon

pixel-drop silence
my therapist's avatar
red in the face
~

Never Ever Again

The photogenic president is fun-loving and equipped with the gift of
speech. The words roll off his tongue like liquid honey from a Mason
jar. "This is the promised land big enough for everyone!" With his fist
thumping in the winter air outside the Museum for Human Rights, he
cries out to an admiring crowd against anti-Asian hate. Across the
country, his words travel faster and last longer than his actions.

kung flu, kung flu ...
I unzip my skin
put on another

Chen-ou Liu
Poetry in the Moment:
http://chenouliu.blogspot.com

http://chenouliu.blogspot.com/


starship voyage
I browse my past
and future

Lakshmi Iyer



zero gravity...
the weightlessness
of conversation

playground swing—
i prepare to take off
to space

Christopher Calvin



bulimia—
now and then the urge
to eject coronal mass

Alaka Y



moon post Triton—
stage four loneliness assuaged
by earth songs

crash site—
the sad song
of a marooned alien

Kevin Valentine



Horsehead Nebula
makes his next move
knight to e5

twin moons –
her pearl earrings glint
in the Martian dusk

spacecraft closing in
upbeat tourists kit up
for Survivor Earth

Tony Steven Williams



interstellar travel—
your eyes
everywhere

Ram Chandran



alien lunch
the tension as they
'season' us

lying to the aliens
i tell them
a vegan has no protein

not dark yet
the spacial sadness
of twilight

Michael Rehling



first holiday meal—
my mother-in-law's tentacles
in every dish

wishing they could see
the warrior within me . . .
dragon wings

the spaceships
we left behind—
gender roles

beneath the veneer
of polite society
her visage slithers

Julie Bloss Kelsey
Twitter: @MamaJoules
Instagram: @julieblosskelsey

Julie Bloss Kelsey ‘Failed’ Editor
editor@failedhaiku.com
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